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1. What is not a bee but loves honey?  B___

2. What keeps you warm but is not a fire?  B______

3. I’m bright yellow and always stopping.  
 ______   B__

4. Before breakfast time, it’s…  B______

5. Before I can walk, I crawl.  B_b_

6. Rain bounces off my top.  __b_____

7. I wear stripes day or night.  __b__

8. What travels in herds but rarely is heard.  B______

9. Most people know me for my stripes and how much I like 
flowers.  B__b__b__

10. I’m full of air and often found during vacations near the water.  
B____   B___

Can you solve these riddles?  
Hint: All of the answers have the letter B.

See page 126 for the answers.
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1. What can you climb but is not a tree?   ______ i_

2. What can only be reached by boat?   I_____

3. What holds your hand?   __ i__

4. What has 4 legs and rhymes with blizzard?   _ i____

5. What can you see through when it is closed or open? 
 _ i____

6. What is black and goes around?   _ i__

7. What can see from a tree?   _ i__

8. What has many cars and follows tracks ?   ___ i_

9. Moves with fins?   _ i__

10. A spotted animal who can see above all others.  
 _ i_____

Can you solve these riddles?  
Hint: All of the answers have the letter I.

See page 126 for the answers.
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1. You can only see when you look up, after the sun goes down. 
M___

2. What can be climbed but has no leaves? 
M_______

3. What are you doing when a fire and a tent are needed? 
 __ m____

4. Some people like me with ketchup, some do not!                          _  
 __ m______

5. What gives directions but cannot speak?  M__

6. Alligators call me home.   ___ m_

7. I love cheese and tiny places.   M____

8. Cookies like me.   M___

9. A great place for a tractor.   ___ m

10.  What is used to find places? 
  __ m____

Can you solve these riddles?  
Hint: All of the answers have the letter M.

See page 126 for the answers.
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